Mining algorithm of FP-Tree is one of the most effective mining algorithms in association rule mining. It must produce large amounts of the candidate set and scan database repeatedly, but it generates conditional FPTree recursively in the process of mining frequent pattern and wastes the storage space greatly using the common tree's memory structure. It proposed an algorithm for mining frequent patterns by constructing reverse FP-tree with a binary tree storage structure. In mining process, it mines left son tree recursively, but gets frequent pattern not by generating conditional FP-Tree, so it greatly reduces the storage space and running time. The experiments show that the improved algorithm can realize effective mining on the time and space.
Introduction
The improvement technology of data mining promoted the rapid development of data mining. Association rule mining is the most commonly used and important research direction in data mining. Association rule mining is mainly used for discovering the interesting connection or the relation among the mass data. Choosing the good association rule algorithm is the critical key of realizing the good mining.
The Apriori algorithm is the most classical algorithm of association rule algorithm. It uses iterative method of cascade searching, and explores the k+1-frequent item set through the k-frequent item set. But it possibly needs to produce large amounts of the candidate set and scans database repeatedly, which can affect the performance of algorithm inevitably. The FP-tree algorithm opened the new way to mining frequent pattern effectively. It does not need to produce large amounts of the candidate set and not need to scan database repeatedly, so it raised the algorithm efficiency greatly. [1] But its efficiency both in storage and running time still needed to be improved. The reference [2] used a one-way tree structure and proposed a frequent patternmining algorithm based on constrained sub-tree, which saved one third of memory. The reference [3] proposed an algorithm for mining frequent patterns by finding the frequent extensions and merging sub-trees in a conversely constructed FP-tree. The reference [4] , [5] , [6] also proposed the improved algorithm of mining frequent patterns, which raised its space and time efficiency to a certain extent. In this article, it mainly used the thought of constructing reverse tree which in reference [3] , and took binary tree as memory structure to construct binary reverse FP-Tree. In the process of mining, it mined left son tree recursively, but got frequent pattern not by generating conditional FP-Tree, which realized effective mining to FP-Tree. The support and confidence of rule are the interest measure standards of two rules and reflect the usefulness and determinism of discovery rule separately. The rule which simultaneously satisfies the smallest support valve (min_sup) and the smallest confidence valve (min_conf) is called as the strong rule.
RELATED CONCEPT
Definition 3: A set is called the item set. The item set containing k item is called the k-item set. The appearance frequency of item is the business number of containing the item set, which called item set frequency or the support counting. If the appearance frequency of item is bigger than or equal to min_sup and the business number in D products, the item set satisfies the smallest support. The item set which satisfies the smallest support is called the frequent item set.
The association rule mining divides into two steps:
(1) Finding out all frequent item sets: According to the definition, the appearance frequency of item is the same as the pre-definition smallest support at least.
(2) Generating strong association rule by frequent item set: According to the definition, the appearance frequency of item is the same as the pre-definition smallest confidence at least.
The overall performance of association rule mining is depended on the first step. When finding all biggest frequent item sets, the corresponding connection rule is very easy to produce. Therefore, seeking for the frequent item set is the key of current research.
The algorithm and realize of improved FP-tree
The process of improved algorithm proposed in this article is similar with the FP-growth algorithm, similarly needs to two important processes: Constructing the FP-tree and mining the FP-tree. But in this article, it used the binary tree as storage structure and constructed FP-tree according to the rise order of support counting in order to omit the process of producing conditional FP-Tree.
Constructing the FP-Tree
In the process of constructing FP-Tree, the improved algorithm was basic same as the original FP-growth algorithm, lied in the following two differences: First, the improved algorithm constructs according to the rise order of support counting but not the descend order. Second, the storage structure is used binary tree (left is child and right is brother).According to the two differences, it mainly manifested two aspects: the support registers and the function insert_Tree([p|P], T).There are two main steps in insert_Tree([p|P],T):
First, seek for whether exists node N in T, and N.item_name = p. item_name. Second, create a new node N. The improved algorithm is used binary tree, so the algorithm both seeking for node and creating new nodes are different from the original algorithm.
The example of entire construct process is as follows. There are business database, the smallest support is 2, as shown in TableⅠ. . Then, start to create the FP-tree. Create the root node of tree first, which marks with "null". Scanning database for the second time and sorting each business item according to the order in L and creating branching for each business. For example, according to the order in L, the first business is arranged as {I5, I1, I2}. Current tree is null, so I5 is connected to root node directly and becomes the child node of root. Then, I1 becomes the child node of I5, and I2 becomes the child node of I1. All their frequency counting is 1. Similarly, carry on the second business. The current business sorting is {I4,I2}.Search the tree first, seek for whether exists I4 in the child of root. Here, first judge the left sub-tree of root node, if it has not found, carry on the recursion traversal to the brother of left sub-tree. Here, I4 is not found, so it must create a branch as the brother of I5, simultaneously set its frequency counting as 1, then connect I2 to the left sub-tree of I4 and set its frequency counting as 1. According to this method, carrying on the nine business of database in turn and obtaining the FP-tree shown as Figure 1. 
Mining FP-Tree
Mining the improved FP-Tree is the core of this algorithm. The original algorithm mined by generating conditional FP-Tree, while the improved algorithm mined left son tree recursively and rebuild FP-Tree in order to obtaining frequent pattern not by producing conditional FP-Tree. The process of mining is as follows.
First, mine the left sub-tree of constructed FP-Tree root node. Obtaining all node frequency of left sub-tree, remove some nodes which not satisfy the support. Take the above constructed FP-tree as an example. First mining I5, there are I1 and I2 and I3 under I5 and their frequency are I1:2, I2:2, I3:1. The current support is 2, so remove I3 node and only leave I1, I2. Then, rebuild a new sub-tree with the retention node and the left sub-tree of root. If the new sub-tree only has a branch, then output the frequent pattern, otherwise, mine this sun-tree recursively. In this example, there is only one branch under the rebuild sub-tree of I5, so obtain frequent pattern I1 I5:2 I2 I5:2 I1 I2 I5:2.
Finally, connect the sub-tree of I5 to its brother node and delete I5 node, then connect its brother node I4 to the left sub-tree of root node and obtain the new tree, shown as Figure 2 .
Carry on the above mining to the left sub-tree of root node repeatedly until left sub-tree has not any brother node.
The realize of improved algorithm

1)
Data Structure The improved algorithm does not need an item table. The data structure of node is as follows. class FPTree { CString item_name; //the name of node int count; //support counting FPTree* child; //child node FPTree* brother; /brother node FPTree* father; //father node } 2)
The algorithm of constructing FP-Tree The improved algorithm in constructing FP-Tree is mainly manifest in the function insert_Tree([p|P],T).It has two steps: Search(p|P],G) (G is the current seek node )and Create(p,G). There are the two algorithm descriptions as follows: From the Fig.3 , compared with the original algorithm, the improved algorithm has the obvious superiority in the time efficiency. Especially when the support is quite small, the execution time of improved algorithm is only one third of the originals'. When the business number in the data set is quite small, the growth of improved algorithm is quite steady.
In order to test the elasticity of this algorithm, select 0.01 as the support, carry on the test to the D2 data set. Run the original algorithm and the improved algorithm in 10000, 200000,…,100000 business data sets separately. The experiment result is shown as Figure 4 . From the Fig.4 , with the business number increased, the improved algorithm presents the rather steady, and displays the good elasticity.
Spatiality analysis
The original FP-Tree algorithm takes the common tree as its storage structure. The storage structure of each node is shown in Figure 5 . Supposed the storage space of node is a 1 , the child's point is a 2 , the father's point is a 3 , the support counting's is a 4 , the storage space of child is b 1 , the storage space of next child is b 2 .Then the storage space of each node is
And m i is the child numbers of this node. If there are n nodes, the storage space is
There are n nodes. There are (n-1) child nodes,
Then the storage space is
The improved algorithm takes binary tree as its storage structure. The storage structure is shown in Figure 6 . 
Each field expresses the indicator type, so the storage space is equal, supposed ( 2) K C n a    ( 7 ) From this, the improved algorithm reduced the storage space greatly. Especially when the value increases, this kind of superiority displays obviously.
Conclusions
Finding out the frequent item set is the most essential step in the association rule mining, so the highly effective algorithm of mining frequent pattern is very important. This article improved the storage structure of original FP-Tree algorithm, omitted the process of producing conditional FP-tree by mining left son tree recursively. The improved algorithm surpasses the original algorithm in the space and time efficiency. But how effectively mine FP-Tree and obtain the frequent pattern is still a topic which is worth further studying.
